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a B o U t  t H e  B o o k 
Before it was a book of  poems for children, Leave Your Sleep was a double CD of  twenty-six 
classic children’s poems set to music by singer-songwriter Natalie Merchant. The use of  a va-
riety of  musical styles and instruments “to enter these poems” allowed Merchant to make the 
poems more accessible to today’s children. Illustrated in a playful style by Barbara McClintock, 
the book includes a full-length CD with nineteen tracks.

a B o U t  t H e  c r e at o r s

n ata l i e  M e r c H a n t  is a musician who for the past thirty years has been recognized as 
one of  America’s most gifted singer-songwriters. She lives in the Hudson Valley of  New York. 
For more information, go to nataliemerchant.com

B a r B a r a  M c c l i n t o c k  is an internationally acclaimed author and illustrator whose 
books have been named four times to the New York Times Best Illustrated Books of  the Year list. 
She lives in Connecticut. For more information, go to barbaramcclintockbooks.com
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Leave Your Sleep has rich potential for use in both primary and  
intermediate classrooms. Because the responses and curriculum  
connections for such a broad audience vary so greatly, the guide  
has been divided into two parts, one for Grades K–3 and one for 
Grades 4–6.

Both levels have Pre-reading Activities to engage children  
in the book. Additionally, both levels include Thematic  
Connections, Curriculum Connections, and Multidisciplinary  
Connections that are linked to the ten broad Anchor Standards 
for Reading in the Common Core State Standards (see p. 10  
at http://www.corestandards.org/assets/CCSSI_ELA%20 
Standards.pdf  ).

Because Leave Your Sleep is “a collection of  classic children’s  
poetry,” it is the perfect choice at all levels for work on the  
sometimes-problematic Text Complexity Standard:

CCSS Anchor Standards for Reading: Range of  Reading and 
Level of  Text Complexity

10. Read and comprehend complex literary and informational  
 texts independently and proficiently.

The classic poems chosen by Natalie Merchant for this  
collection are playful and inviting. There are memorable  
characters, fantastic journeys, and plenty of  childish silliness. 
Barbara McClintock’s illustrations bring the poems to life.  
Solo and choral readings of  the poems, sing-alongs with the  
CD, and the use of  selected activities from this guide will  
captivate children and demonstrate to teachers that addressing 
text complexity, even with young children, need not be  
developmentally inappropriate or lacking in fun.

The guide also includes a set of  differentiated discussion  
questions/prompts, a key to the musical styles and  
instrumentation of  the songs on the CD, Internet resources,  
and interviews with both Natalie Merchant and illustrator  
Barbara McClintock.

I n T R O D U C T I O n  T O  T H E  T E A C H E R ’ S  G U I D E  
F O R  L e a v e  Y o u r  S L e e p

Natalie Merchant in her library  
(Photograph by Marion ettlinger)
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G R A D E S  K – 3

P r e - r e a D i n G  a c t i V i t Y
Before introducing your students to the poems and music of  Leave Your  
Sleep, ask them, “Who was Mother Goose?” and explain that she was not  
a real person and not a goose. “Mother Goose” represents a collective of   
rhymes of  known and of  lost origin.

Ask students to name their favorite Mother Goose rhyme or  
to recite one or two for the class. 

Read and discuss how the Mother Goose rhyme that gives  
the book its title (see page before Introduction in the book)  
invites the reader to PLAY. 

Browse the book’s illustrations with your students looking  
for evidence of  PLAY.

t H e M at i c  c o n n e c t i o n s
CCSS Anchor Standards for Reading: Key Ideas and Details
  1. Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logical inferences from it;  
   cite specific textual evidence when writing or speaking to support conclusions drawn from the  
   text. 
  2. Determine central ideas or themes of  a text and analyze their development; summarize the   
   key supporting details and ideas. 

After reading and/or singing along with the poems in Leave Your Sleep, encourage students to 
find ways to sort or group the poems. Two such themes, with example poems, are:

    Nonsense
     “Bleezer’s Ice-Cream”
     “Old Mother Hubbard & Her Dog Revisited”
  
    Exploration
     “The Land of  Nod”
     “The Dancing Bear”
   
Have students identify additional themes, and list the poems that fit their themes.

A  T E A C H E R ’ S  G U I D E
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c U r r i c U l U M  c o n n e c t i o n s
English/Language Arts

CCSS Anchor Standards for Reading: Integration of  Knowledge and Ideas
 9. Analyze how two or more texts address similar themes or topics in order to build knowledge   
  or to compare the approaches the authors take.

There are many collections of  Mother Goose rhymes for children. Compare a variety of   
books of  Mother Goose rhymes looking for similarities and differences in the wording and  
illustrations of  familiar rhymes. Recite and memorize Mother Goose rhymes as a part of  daily 
choral reading, then vote to determine the class’s favorite Mother Goose rhyme or character.

CCSS Anchor Standards for Reading: Craft and Structure
 5. Analyze the structure of  texts, including how specific sentences, paragraphs, and larger  
  portions of  the text (e.g., a section, chapter, scene, or stanza) relate to each other and the   
  whole. 

Rhythm is integral to the structure of  poetry. Explore the rhythm of  selected poems by  
chanting, clapping, and dancing to the rhythm. Compare the rhythm of  a poem that is read 
aloud to the way the poem is sung on the CD.

CCSS Anchor Standards for Reading: Craft and Structure
 4. Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, including determining technical,   
  connotative, and figurative meanings, and analyze how specific word choices shape  
  meaning or tone.

When choosing the words to use in their poems, poets often end lines with  
rhyming words. Poems such as “Bleezer’s Ice-Cream” and “Adventures of  Isabel”  
have rhyming pairs of  lines (couplets):

SASSAFRAS SOUVLAKI HASH 
SUKIYAKI SUCCOTASH 
BUTTER BRICKLE PEPPER PICKLE 
POMEGRANATE PUMPERNICKEL

and

Isabel, Isabel, didn’t worry, 
Isabel didn’t scream or scurry, 
She showed no rage and she showed no rancor, 
But she turned the witch into milk and drank her.
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Other poems such as “Old Mother Hubbard & Her Dog Revisited” rhyme with an a-b-a-b  
pattern:

Said Old Mother Hubbard, one dark winter’s night,
While giving a bath to her goat,
“That dog looks like he’s been having a fight;
I wish he’d take pride in his coat.”

Have your students identify rhyming words and patterns of  rhyme in the poems when hearing 
them read aloud, and when reading them aloud chorally.

M U lt i D i s c i P l i n a r Y  c o n n e c t i o n s
CCSS Anchor Standards for Reading: Integration of  Knowledge and Ideas
      7.  Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse media and formats, including visually   
  and quantitatively, as well as in words. 

Music—Listen to the songs on the CD and identify the mood in the music for each  
poem. Sing along with the songs. Sheet music to four of  the poems can be found at  
http://bit.ly/LeaveYourSleep.

To enhance your classroom discussion, you may want to refer to the key to musical styles and 
instrumentation found on page 15 of  this guide.

Art—Using a variety of  media (including digital drawing programs), create portraits, puppets, 
or masks of  the main characters in the poems.

Drama—With puppets or masks made as an art connection, act out the poems as they are read 
aloud or sung on the CD.

A  T E A C H E R ’ S  G U I D E
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G R A D E S  4 – 6

P r e - r e a D i n G  a c t i V i t Y
Before beginning to read the book to your students, preview the book by showing them the 
photo gallery of  the poets (pages 44–45 of  the book). Ask your students, “What do you notice 
about the poets?” (They might comment that the poets appear to be from long ago, that most of  
the poets are men, and that a few of  the poets seem very young.) Ask, “What do you wonder?” 
If  students have difficulty wondering, prompt them with “I wonder why . . . ” or “I wonder 
when . . . or “I wonder if  . . .”  

Direct students’ attention to the subtitle of  the book (A Collection of  Classic Children’s Poetry) 
and define the word “classic” in this context (a work of  art that has become recognized and  
established over time). Ask your students, “What’s the oldest poem you know?” Guide the  
discussion toward Mother Goose rhymes and other chants and rhymes from the oral tradition.

t H e M at i c  c o n n e c t i o n s
CCSS Anchor Standards for Reading: Key Ideas and Details
 1. Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logical inferences from it;  
  cite specific textual evidence when writing or speaking to support conclusions drawn from the  
  text. 
 2. Determine central ideas or themes of  a text and analyze their development; summarize the   
  key supporting details and ideas. 

Introduce your students to the idea that sometimes the theme of  a poem is stated  
(read “The Blind Men and the Elephant”), while other times it is implied (read  
“If  No One Ever Marries Me”). Have pairs of  students choose one of  the poems to  
read and then identify a possible theme. As pairs share their theme (citing evidence  
from the poem to support that theme and identify it as stated or implied), work  
together to find ways to categorize or group the poems by theme.
 

c U r r i c U l U M  c o n n e c t i o n s
English/Language Arts

CCSS Anchor Standards for Reading: Craft and Structure
 3. Analyze how and why individuals, events, and ideas develop and interact
  over the course of  a text. 
 
Researching the lives of  the poets will give students a greater understanding of  the real person 
who created each poem. Have each student research one of  the poets, looking for just one nugget 
of  unusual interest. 
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Here are some examples that Natalie Merchant herself  discovered while researching this  
collection:
• Nathalia Crane was first published at age eleven.
• Rachel Field could not read until she was nine, but  
 went on to study at Radcliffe College and write three  
 plays and a novel before graduation. 
• Edward Lear gave Queen Victoria painting lessons.

This information about the poets could be compiled  
into a class or individual digital presentation.
 
Another focus for research could be to locate the dates  
of  major events in the poets’ lives (birth, schooling/college,  
marriage, birth of  children, death). Using this information,  
the class or individuals could create a digital or wall-display time line of  the poets’ lives.

They can also research other poems written by each poet, to gain a more complete picture of  
each poet’s body of  work.

CCSS Anchor Standards for Reading: Integration of  Knowledge and Ideas
 9. Analyze how two or more texts address similar themes or topics in order to build knowledge   
  or to compare the approaches the authors take. 
  Mother Goose rhymes have often been parodied. Gather an age-appropriate collection of   
  these parodies for students to study, compare, contrast, and use as mentor texts to write their   
  own Mother Goose parodies.

CCSS Anchor Standards for Reading: Craft and Structure
      4. Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, including determining technical,  
  connotative, and figurative meanings, and analyze how specific word choices shape meaning  
  or tone. 

Some of  the vocabulary in the classic poems in Leave Your Sleep will be unfamiliar to students. 
Have each of  your students choose one poem and create a glossary of  the unusual/old-fashioned 
words to share with students in a younger class. 

M U lt i D i s c i P l i n a r Y  c o n n e c t i o n s

CCSS Anchor Standards for Reading: Integration of  Knowledge and Ideas
 7.  Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse media and formats, including visually   
  and quantitatively, as well as in words. 

Nathalia Crane signs her publishing deal with Thomas 
Seltzer  while her parents look on.  
(Photograph courtesy of The  Brooklyn Public library)
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History—Extending the research done to explore the poets’ lives, use research to place the  
poets in the context of  their historical time period. Students will gain insights about the  
historical context of  both the poet and the poem.
 
Geography—On a world map, mark the country of  origin of  the poets and the country of   
the music for each song on the CD. Alternatively (or additionally) have students create an 
imaginary map linking some of  the locations in the poems (Bleezer’s Ice-Cream Store in  
The Land of  Nod near Old Mother Hubbard’s house beside the calico tree, for example).

CCSS Anchor Standards for Reading: Craft and Structure
 6. Assess how point of  view or purpose shapes the content and style of  a text.

Music—To begin to learn about the musical styles and instrumentation in the poems, play 
“Guess That Style” while listening to the CD. (See page 15 of  this guide for a key to the  
musical styles.)

Discuss how music adds a new level of  meaning to the poems. Have students bring in school-
appropriate song lyrics and read them with and without the music. 

Have students create music videos for one or more of  the poems featured in the book. 

Drama—Perform a selection of  poems for a younger class, with the performers dressed as the 
poets or as the characters.
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D i F F e r e n t i at e D  D i s c U s s i o n  Q U e s t i o n s 
Listed below are two discussion questions for each of  the seventeen poets (plus Mother Goose) 
featured in Leave Your Sleep. The questions focus often on the poet and sometimes on the poem, 
and are differentiated with a Grades K–3 question first and a Grades 4–6 question following. 
Because of  the range of  interests and abilities in classrooms, the questions are listed together so 
that you can choose one or both, as appropriate.

MotHer Goose 
• What rhymes or stories did your family read aloud to you when you were younger? Interview 
a family member and share the story with your classmates.

• What Mother Goose rhymes or jump rope rhymes can you still recall? What memories are at-
tached to those rhymes?

roBert loUis steVenson 
• Do you remember your dreams when you wake up? 

• Robert Louis Stevenson was very sick as a child. He survived scarlet fever, 
chicken pox, whooping cough, gastric fever, and pneumonia before the age of  
nine. How do you think that experience might have led to the writing of  the 
poem “The Land of  Nod”?

alBert BiGelow Paine 
• In “The Dancing Bear,” the little girl runs away from home, but decides to go  
back in the end. How is her story the same or different from Max’s in Where the  
Wild Things Are?

• Albert Bigelow Paine was good friends with Mark Twain. How is the little  
girl’s journey in “The Dancing Bear” the same or different from Huck Finn’s?

natHalia crane  
• Nathalia Crane was only eleven years old when she published her first book 
of  poems. Have you written any poems of  your own? Now is a good time to 
start. Then “publish” them for your family and friends.

• Nathalia Crane wrote several books of  poetry before she turned sixteen. 
Some people questioned the authenticity of  her poems. Who are some  
modern-day child prodigies in the arts, sports, or entertainment worlds?  
Are they ever questioned or criticized for their early successes?

oGDen nasH 
• Isabel (in “Adventures of  Isabel”) is a very brave girl. Who are some other  
brave characters in the books and poems you have read?

• Ogden Nash was well-known for his pithy, punny quotes. Which one would  
you choose from a collection of  his quotes for an “inspirational poster”? Now  
go ahead and create a poster, using your original art or a Creative Commons  
photo to illustrate it.
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Jack PrelUtskY  
• What’s your favorite real flavor of  ice cream? Which of  Bleezer’s flavors  
would be the one you hate the most?

• Jack Prelutsky was friends with Shel Silverstein. How are their poems the  
same? How are they different?

JoHn YeoMan 
• Read several versions of  “Old Mother Hubbard.” How are they the same as 
John Yeoman’s version? How are they different?

• Many authors have reinvented traditional stories. Jon Scieszka added a  
crazy twist to that genre with The Stinky Cheese Man. What is your favorite  
reinvented traditional story? (Maybe you should pick one and rewrite it yourself!)

JoHn GoDFreY saxe 
• If  the six blind men in “The Blind Men and the Elephant” were to encounter  
a car, each experiencing a different small part of  it, how might they describe it?

• Making assumptions without all of  the facts can be disastrous. Talk about  
some situations where it’s important to know all of  the facts before making  
a decision (elections) and others when it might be okay to follow your instinct  
(making friends).

williaM BriGHtY ranDs 
• Imagine a “topsyturvey” day at school. What kinds of  opposite things might 
happen?

• If  you wrote your own if/then cause-and-effect poem (either realistic or 
“topsyturvey”), what would happen in it? (Maybe you should go ahead and 
write that poem!)

MerVYn Peake 
• “It Makes a Change” is a nonsense poem where one rhyming word leads to  
another. Find all of  the end-rhymes in the poem. What are some other words  
that rhyme with these?

• Mervyn Peake chose one of  the lines of  the poem “It Makes a Change” for  
the title. How else could he have titled this poem?

artHUr MacY
• Act out “The Peppery Man,” silently scolding, shaking your fist, and  
stomping your feet while someone reads the poem aloud. Why do you  
think the Peppery Man is so angry?

• What would you do to try to cheer up the Peppery Man?
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eDwarD lear
• Edward Lear was famous for writing nonsense. Find all of  the nonsense 
words in “Calico Pie.”

• Here are three nonsensical recipes that Edward Lear wrote: http://www.
nonsenselit.org/Lear/ns/cookery.html. Which words in the recipes are expect-
ed, and which are nonsense?

laUrence alMa-taDeMa
• Like Nathalia Crane, Laurence Alma-Tadema published her first books  
when she was just a girl. Which strong girl characters in other poems in  
this book could be the speaker in her poem, “If  No One Ever Marries Me”?

• What do you imagine for your future?

racHel FielD
• Rachel Field didn’t learn to read fluently until she was ten, and school was 
hard for her all the way through college. But she had a gift for writing and 
succeeded with hard work. What is something you have to work really hard  
to do?

• Listen to “Equestrienne” without looking at the illustrations. What did you 
visualize? Now look at the illustrations. How do they add to or change what 
you imagined?

cHarles eDwarD carrYl
• Listen to “The Sleepy Giant” without looking at the illustrations. Draw the  
giant you imagined. Now compare your giant to the illustration in the book.  
How is your giant the same or different?

• Charles Edward Carryl was a stockbroker by day and wrote poetry for his  
own children in his free time. Former Poet Laureate Ted Kooser was an  
insurance salesman, and William Carlos Williams was a doctor. Research the  
lives of  other poets to find additional poets who had other careers.

A  T E A C H E R ’ S  G U I D E
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cHarles caUsleY
• Charles Causley lived by the sea all his life. His poems are filled with  
images of  the sea and coastal life. What things do you see every day that you 
could put into your poems?

• What do you think happened between the time of  the red-headed sailor 
making his promise to the boy and sailing away, and the return of  the ship?

e. e.  cUMMinGs
• Tell about a time when you went exploring, either at the sea or somewhere else.

• E. E. Cummings is famous for breaking rules of  punctuation and  
capitalization in his poetry. How does his unique style change the way you  
read his poems?

roBert GraVes
• “Vain and Careless” is a fable in poem form. What is the moral of   
this story?

• Restate the moral of  “Vain and Careless” in modern terms.
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K E Y  T O  T H E  m U S I C A l  S T Y l E S  A n D  
I n S T R U m E n TAT I O n  O F  T H E  S O n G S  O n  
T H E  L e a v e  Y o u r  S L e e p  C D

 
SONG:   “The Land of  Nod”
MUSICAL STYLE:  Chamber Orchestral
INSTRUMENTATION:  violin, viola, cello, bass, oboe, bassoon, bass clarinet, French  
   horn, tenor trombone, bass trombone, tuba, percussion, harp
 
SONG:   “The Dancing Bear”
MUSICAL STYLE:  Balkan Folk Music (Bulgaria or Romania)
INSTRUMENTATION:  frame drum, poyk, snare drum, accordion, acoustic bass guitar,   
   baritone horn, alto saxophone, clarinet, bass clarinet, trumpet, 
   alto horn, fiddle
 
SONG:   “The Janitor’s Boy”
MUSICAL STYLE:   Early Jazz (1920s)
INSTRUMENTATION: trumpet, piano, drums, saxophone, bass, banjo, guitar, clarinet, 
   trombone

SONG:   “Adventures of  Isabel”
MUSICAL STYLE:  Cajun
INSTRUMENTATION: guitar, fiddle, banjo, upright bass, accordion
 
SONG:   “Bleezer’s Ice-Cream”
MUSICAL STYLE:  Crescent City (New Orleans) Soul (circa mid-1950s)
INSTRUMENTATION:  trumpet, piano, drums, saxophone, bass, guitar

SONG:   “Old Mother Hubbard & Her Dog Revisited”
MUSICAL STYLE:  String & Woodwind Ensemble
INSTRUMENTATION:  violin, viola, cello, bass, oboe, bassoon, bass clarinet

SONG:   “The Blind Men and the Elephant”
MUSICAL STYLE:  Jazz
INSTRUMENTATION: drums, banjo, clarinet, baritone saxophone, trumpet, lap steel,  
   diatonic harmonica, chromatic harmonica, tuba

SONG:   “Topsyturvey-World”
MUSICAL STYLE:  Reggae  
INSTRUMENTATION: trombone, keyboards, bass, guitar, percussion, drums, saxophone, 
   trumpet

SONG:   “It Makes a Change”
MUSICAL STYLE:  1960s British Invasion Pop
INSTRUMENTATION: piano, electric bass, trumpet, bass trombone, tuba, alto   
   horn, acoustic guitar, drums
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16
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SONG:   “The Peppery Man”
MUSICAL STYLE:  Blues
INSTRUMENTATION:  drums, electric guitar, baritone saxophone, B-flat clarinet, trumpet, 
   dobro, diatonic harmonica, chromatic harmonica, tuba
   
SONG:   “Calico Pie”
MUSICAL STYLE:  Old Time String Band 
INSTRUMENTATION: guitar, fiddle, banjo, upright bass, hammer dulcimer

SONG:   “If  No One Ever Marries Me”
MUSICAL STYLE:  Country Folk Ballad
INSTRUMENTATION:  guitar, banjo, upright bass, hammer dulcimer

SONG:   “Equestrienne”
MUSICAL STYLE:  Brass Quintet & String Quartet Waltz
INSTRUMENTATION: trumpet, horn, trombone, tuba, violin, viola, cello, 
   pump organ, bass
   
SONG:   “The Sleepy Giant”
MUSICAL STYLE:  Early Music (Elizabethan Style)
INSTRUMENTATION:  concertina, baroque guitar, theorbo, viola da gamba, harpsichord,   
   recorder, chalumeau
 
SONG:   “Nursery Rhyme of  Innocence and Experience”
MUSICAL STYLE:  Celtic (Irish) Folk with String Ensemble
INSTRUMENTATION:  upright bass, low whistle, acoustic guitar, uilleann pipes, fiddle,   
   violin, viola, cello, bass
 
SONG:   “maggie and milly and molly and may”
MUSICAL STYLE:  Pop Ballad with String Ensemble
INSTRUMENTATION:  guitar, bass, drums, violin, viola, cello

SONG:   “The King of  China’s Daughter”
MUSICAL STYLE:  Chinese Folk Music 
INSTRUMENTATION: erhu, dizi flute, pipa, violin, viola, cello

SONG:   “Vain and Careless”
MUSICAL STYLE:  Early Music (Elizabethan Style)
INSTRUMENTATION: lute, recorder, viola da gamba
 
SONG:   “I Saw a Ship A-Sailing”
MUSICAL STYLE:  Celtic (Irish) Folk Ballad
INSTRUMENTATION:  upright bass, low whistle, acoustic guitar
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I n T E R n E T  R E S O U R C E S

H i s t o r i c  c H i l D r e n ’ s  l i t e r at U r e
Poetry Foundation—Poems for Children 
http://www.poetryfoundation.org/children/

Poetry Foundation—Victorian poets 
http://www.poetryfoundation.org/browse/poets#school-period=19

Poets.org: From the Academy of  American Poets—“For Educators” section 
http://www.poets.org/page.php/prmID/6

Cotsen Children’s Library (Virtual Exhibits) 
http://www.princeton.edu/cotsen/exhibitions/virtual-exhibitions/

International Children’s Digital Library 
http://en.childrenslibrary.org/

Library of  Congress (Digitized Children’s Literature) 
http://www.loc.gov/rr/rarebook/digitalcoll/digitalcoll-children.html

The Lilly Library Indiana University (Early Children’s Literature) 
http://www.indiana.edu/~liblilly/collections/overview/lit_child.shtml

Mostly-Victorian.com: Just for Kids—PDFs of  illustrated stories from children’s magazines of  the 
late 1800s 
http://www.mostly-victorian.com/children.shtml

New York Public Library (Digital Gallery, Children’s Book Illustrations) 
http://digitalgallery.nypl.org/nypldigital/dgtitle_tree.cfm?title_id=1866510&level=1&imgs
=20&snum=0

New York Public Library (Digital Gallery , search for Robert Louis Stevenson collections) 
http://digitalgallery.nypl.org/nypldigital/

The University of  Southern Mississippi (de Grummond Children’s Literature Collection)  
http://www.lib.usm.edu/legacy/degrum/public_html/

University of  Washington (Historical Children’s Literature Collection) 
:http://content.lib.washington.edu/childrensweb/index.html

University of  Wisconsin (Selections from Historical Collection) 
http://www4.uwm.edu/libraries/digilib/ccm/index.cfm

A  T E A C H E R ’ S  G U I D E
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o t H e r  U s e F U l  l i n k s  F o r  e x P l o r i n G  

l e aV e  Y o U r  s l e e P

For additional musical adaptations of  poems featured in the original Leave Your Sleep CD [“The 
Man in the Wilderness” (Mother Goose), “The Walloping Window Blind” (Charles Edward 
Carryl), “Griselda” (Eleanor Farjeon), “Crying My Little One” (Christina Rossetti), “Spring 
and Fall: To a Young Child” (Gerard Manley Hopkins), “Indian Names” (Lydia Huntley 
Sigourney), “Sweet and a Lullaby” (anonymous), and “Autumn Lullaby” (anonymous)]:

iTunes—Music—Leave Your Sleep by Natalie Merchant 
http://itunes.apple.com/us/album/leave-your-sleep/id365045812

Natalie Merchant’s 2010 TED Talk—live performance of  several of  the songs on the Leave 
Your Sleep CD: http://www.ted.com/talks/view/lang/en//id/823

Oxford Dictionaries (site includes both U.S. and British/World versions) for looking up  
unusual/Victorian words: http://oxforddictionaries.com/
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A n  I n T E R V I E w  w I T H  n ATA l I E  m E R C H A n T

What was the original seed idea for the Leave Your Sleep project?

When my daughter was just three days old I was holding her in my arms in the big blue 
velvet chair in her nursery. I pulled a small anthology of  children’s poetry from the shelf  and 
read the Christina Rossetti poem, “Crying My Little One.” 

Crying, my little one, footsore and weary?
Fall asleep, pretty one, warm on my shoulder:
I must tramp on through the winter night dreary,
While the snow falls on me colder and colder.

You are my one, and I have not another;
Sleep soft, my darling, my trouble and treasure;
Sleep warm and soft in the arms of  your mother,
Dreaming of  pretty things, dreaming of  pleasure.

This beautiful poem about a woman carrying her infant through a winter storm touched me 
deeply. I was in a heightened emotional state (newborn in my arms) and I felt a sudden deep 
connection to the mother described in the poem. Although Rossetti wrote the verse in 1870, 
nothing about the experience had changed:  a cold and weary child needs a mother’s comfort. 
I read the poem over and over and softly began to sing a melody, creating a lullaby for my 
baby. That was the first adaptation; more than fifty followed over the next five years. 

With my daughter as my guide, we entered regions of  imagination and wonder I hadn’t seen 
in forty years. By sharing this poetry and music with her, I was able to revisit my own child-
hood. She inspired this project. It began the week she was born and has spanned her entire 
lifetime. Now, as she enters the fourth grade and is an emerging poet herself, the album has 
gone full circle to be reborn as a beautiful book. 

The styles of  music for the poems on the 
album are so varied. How did you select the 
musical style that you used for each poem?

While changing these poems into songs, I 
thought of  myself  as an illustrator using  
music as my medium. With a world full of  
musical styles and talented musicians, my 
palette was limitless. I made creative  
decisions by asking myself  questions like:  
• Who are the central characters in the 
poem? How do they appear to my mind? 
How might the music I write make these Natalie Merchant (Photograph by Marion ettlinger)
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characters more vivid? How would this bear 
dance? How would this pony canter? How would 
this witch laugh? How would this giant eat? How 
would this blind man touch an elephant? How 
would this girl explore the beach alone? 
• What instrument would best represent a  
particular character or action: a bassoon, an  
accordion, a clarinet, a tuba, a harp, a violin,  
a lute? What voice should I use to sing this poem? 
• Where does this poem transport me, both in time 
and space? How can I bring the listener to this 
circus big top, village square, ship deck, ice-cream 
shop, nutmeg grove, gypsy camp, tide pool, parlor, 
or banquet hall with a few bars of  music? 
• Is there a musical style that fits this era or place?  
• Is there an ethnic region I’d like to evoke: China, 
the Balkans, New Orleans, Ireland, or Jamaica?
• When and where was the poem written? Do I 
want to remain faithful to that period or pull the 
poem into a different time and place?

What criteria did you use to choose the poems for this project? 

I wanted the poems I selected to adapt for this project to work together to show all the sides of   
childhood. I wanted the playfulness of  the nonsense poetry to share the same space as the  
disillusionment of  the poems about the loss of  innocence. Childhood is a time of  accelerated  
change; the world expands so rapidly to a child. It’s a time of  great discovery, and some of  
those discoveries lead to joy but many lead to sadness and confusion. 

I tended to choose poetry that was rich with archetypes of  classic children’s literature  
(witches, giants, circus performers, princesses, sailors, anthropomorphic creatures, etc.). Nearly 
every poem has a strong central character that children can identify with and a storyline they 
can imagine performing. Mr. Bleezer hawking his exotic ice cream, the dancing bear crying 
in the grove of  sugar-plum trees all stripped bare, the graceful equestrienne balancing on the 
back of  her horse, brave little Isabel turning the cross and wrinkled witch to milk, the careless 
woman giving her child away to a gypsy, or the king of  China’s daughter making a gift of  a 
skipping rope made of  the painted notes of  songbirds. Finally, in my research of  Leave Your 
Sleep I was on a quest to find the sort of  beauty and wonder in language that inspired me as a 
little girl so that I could pass it on to my child and other children. 

What do you think is the relevance of  Victorian/classical poetry for children today?

There is so much that contemporary children can gain from reading historical poetry. There 
are words and common expressions used in other eras that can build and enrich vocabulary. 

Natalie Merchant (Photograph by Marion ettlinger)
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Studying the structure and mechanics of   
nineteenth-century poetry can be very satisfying. 
Patterns of  rhyme and rhythm tend to be easy to 
identify because these poets kept to a strict set of  
rules of  construction. 

Through studying historical poetry, children will 
be given the opportunity to examine their own 
lives through making comparisons.  For example, 
in “If  No One Ever Marries Me” the poem  
concludes with these lines:

And when I’m getting really old—
 At twenty-eight or -nine— 
I shall buy a little orphan-girl
 And bring her up as mine.

These simple, humorous lines of  poetry  
written by a fiercely independent eighteen-year-
old Victorian girl could be the springboard for a 
very intriguing discussion about gender roles and 
life expectancy in the nineteenth century.

Why did you want to create a work for children? 

I believe children are no less complex than adults, and I’m frustrated that many adults deny 
or ignore the intuitive, empathetic, raw intelligence they possess. Children are intensely  
receptive to art and seem to have a natural appreciation for music and poetry. I wanted to  
create a work for children that respected their sophisticated minds. I wanted to introduce 
them to the beauty and versatility of  their language, expose them to a wide range of  music, 
to virtuosic players of  authentic instruments with exotic sounds. I wanted to stimulate them, 
challenge them, and entertain them. More than anything, I wanted to offer them passageways 
into the sorts of  places these poems had inspired in me.
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A n  I n T E R V I E w  w I T H  b A R b A R A  m c C l I n T O C K

How was this book of  poems born in your  
imagination?

In January 2011, a friend gave me the CDs of  
Natalie Merchant’s album Leave Your Sleep,  
telling me that he knew I’d love the music.  
He was right—it was passionate love on first 
listening, and that love grew each and every  
time I played the album. 

The poems that Natalie selected were by some 
of  my favorite poets—E. E. Cummings, Robert 
Louis Stevenson, Edward Lear, Ogden Nash—
and by some new poets that I now count among 
my favorites; Rachel Field, Nathalia Crane,  
Laurence Alma-Tadema, Charles Edward Carryl.  

Natalie varied her musical compositions  
stylistically to find the mood, essence, and rhythm that was perfectly fitted to each individual 
poem. The transport from word to song is so unique and inspired that now I can’t read the  
poems without the music being an inseparable part of  them. As I listened to the album over 
and over, I saw very clearly in my mind’s eye the dancing bears and galloping horses and 
feisty girls depicted in the poems and animated by the music. I couldn’t stop doodling and 
drawing the characters, and knew I had to bring those drawings to a picture book extension  
of  the poems and music. 

My editor, Frances Foster, was in the process of  contacting Natalie with the same idea of   
a picture book adaptation of  Leave Your Sleep. Frances and I were thrilled that Natalie was  
enthusiastic about her album becoming a picture book, and having me do the illustrations. 

Normally, I read a manuscript and either have an instant connection with the  
text and can visualize the characters and settings—or I don’t have that  
connection, and turn down the manuscript as a project to illustrate. In the  
case of  Leave Your Sleep, it was a double-win. Both the poems and the music  
really grabbed me and didn’t let go. I’m very lucky to have had the opportunity  
to create the illustrations for this wonderful book. 
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Which poem was the most fun to illustrate? Which was the most challenging?

I love horses and riding horses, so “Equestrienne” was an instantly joyful poem to illustrate. 
Natalie’s music really expressed the poem perfectly—the rhythmic cantering beat, the  
orchestration that harks back to circus music of  our grandparents (and great-grandparents), 
even the sound of  a horse’s breathing as it rides around the ring. I sketched the horses on 
a neighbor’s farm, copied anatomical drawings of  horses by George Stubbs, an eighteenth-
century English artist, and drawings of  horses by Théodore Géricault, a nineteenth-century 
French artist. I looked at YouTube videos of  circus riders and found old photos of  circus  
performers. Natalie generously shared visual materials of  circus performers that she had  
collected while working on the album Leave Your Sleep. I imagined Natalie on horseback,  
waiting to go out in front of  an audience in the first vignette illustration for the poem. 

The most challenging poem was “The Sleepy Giant.” I saw the giant as a woman—as did 
Natalie. It was difficult to make the giant not just horrific and repulsive, but find something 
humorous in the character for an audience to relate to. I was inspired by Gustave Doré’s 
Gargantua drawings—scary but funny giants with period costumes that reflected the baroque 
period style of  the music. 
 
Are any of  the characters modeled on people in your life?

Any cats that appear in the book are modeled after Pip and Emma, my cats and studio pals. 

You’ve illustrated dozens of  books for children, and most reflect your very distinct style. What is 
your creative process and the media you use in your illustrations?

I begin by printing out a manuscript, and then doodling in the margins as I read and re-read 
the text. I develop the characters by drawing in a sketchbook, and also looking at books of  
artwork by a variety of  artists whose work I admire. I sometimes go to libraries to look at 
art books, and I sometimes go to museums to draw from paintings and drawings that might 
inspire characters and settings for stories. I take photos on location—the setting for the poem 
“Vain and Careless” is based on photos I took while visiting my son at Oxford University 
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Teacher guide written by Mary Lee Hahn. Mary Lee Hahn has a BA in English and Elementary Education from the University of  Den-
ver, and an MA in Children’s Literature from The Ohio State University. She has been a fourth-fifth grade teacher in the Dublin (OH) 
City Schools for more than twenty-five years. In 2002 she wrote Reconsidering Read-Aloud (Stenhouse). She chaired the NCTE Notable 
Children’s Books in the Language Arts committee, she has twice been a poetry judge for the CYBILS (children’s literature awards given by 
bloggers; Mary Lee blogs with Franki Sibberson at A Year of  Reading), and one of  her poems was included in The Poetry Friday Anthol-
ogy: Poems for the School Year with Connections to the Common Core (ed. Sylvia Vardell and Janet Wong, Pomelo Books, 2012).

in England. The man who wrote the poem, Robert Graves, lived and wrote in Oxford, so I 
thought it would be the perfect location for the visual place of  the poem. I also use my  
computer and iPad a lot to research about what an elephant looks like, or costumes, or a  
gazillion other things I might have to draw. 

I make a teeny tiny dummy book to pace out the story and art. My art director enlarges the 
little drawings and puts text onto the larger copy of  the drawing; I refine the sketch from the 
larger copy by placing tracing paper over the copy and making a tight, refined sketch.  

I put the tracing paper sketch on a lightbox, and a piece of  watercolor paper over the sketch. 
I draw a final pencil sketch onto the watercolor paper. Then, using a steel-nib dip pen and 
waterproof  black ink, I make the final drawing over the pencil lines. I then tape the  
watercolor paper to a stiff  board, and use watercolors to color the drawing. 

It takes me a long, long time to make all the finished artwork for most of  my books— 
sometimes up to a year, or even more. 

But then, I hope to make books beautiful enough that people will want to look at  
them for much, much longer than the time it took me to draw the pictures! 


